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Abstract



the private key corresponding to his email address then decrypt the cipher message. Although the concept was proposed early in 1984 [12], the rapid development of this research area only started from the breaking through of the first secure and practical identity-based encryption (IBE) scheme proposed by Boneh and Franklin in 2001 [3]. Following their work, a series of progress have been made on identity-based cryptography from both theory [6], [2], [1], [13], [11], [9], [4] [16] and practice [15] [5].



In spite of many advantages the identity-based cryptosystem provides over traditional public key based cryptosystem, the paradigm requires frequently user authentication and secure channel for private key issue, which have handicapped its wide acceptance and restrict its usage to a small and closed groups where a central trusted authority exists and is easily accessible. In this paper1 we propose a framework based on the Trusted Computing (TC) techniques to improve the efficiency of private key issue in identity-based cryptosystem. We take the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) as a local trusted authority for key extraction. The model, scheme and a survey on how to implement popular identity-based key issue on TPM are given. The security and performance analysis are provided, together with implementation issues for several popular identity-based cryptographic schemes.



Despite the simplicity on public key management that IBC provides, because user’s private key is generated and retrieved from the PKG, heavy burden on user authentication, secure key distribution and private key management is still required on both PKG and end users, which restrict the application of IBC into a small and closed group. Unlike in PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) a key pair often has a long valid time, often at least one year, the valid time of an identity-based private key is much shorter, for example, one week. The reason is, without public key revocation mechanisms such as CRL (Certificate Revocation List) and OCSP (Online Certificate Status Protocol) in PKI, an identity as a public key must be appended with a valid time in IBC, as suggested in [3] and standardized in [5], such as [email protected] k 13th week, 2008. Thus one private key corresponding to such an identity will be only valid for one week, if a key is exposed, the past and future security will not be broken. Unfortunately, user must authenticate and retrieve the private key every week. In some multiple PKG schemes [3], a user must authenticated to a group of PKGs to retrieve every components of his private key, and some user still have multiple different identities, which will definitely increase the communication overhead between the user and PKG, and user must cache multiple private keys inside the local storage to have the ability of decryption any former data.



Keyword: Key issue, Identity-based cryptography.
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Introduction



Identity-Based Cryptography (IBC) is a form of public key cryptography for which the public key can be an arbitrary string, such as email address, phone number or other user’s identity information. The concept was first introduced by Shamir [12] to eliminate the complexity of certificate management. For example, in the scenario that Alice wants to send a secret message to Bob at [email protected], she need not to retrieve Bob’s public key or certificates from a online database or from a secure channel beforehand, but just encrypts the message with Bob’s email address [email protected] as the encryption public key with an Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) scheme. And Bob can authenticate himself to the trusted authority called Private Key Generator (PKG) to retrieve



In this paper we present a key issue framework based on trusted computing techniques, which is proposed by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) to enhance the efficiency and security of IBC applications. The TCG aims at developing and supporting open industry specification for trusted
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computing across multiple platform types. The foundation of trusted computing is a tamper-resistant hardware device called Trusted Platform Modules (TPM). TPM supports secure storage of keys and secrets, and a set of cryptographic operations on these data. This hardware device, often a chip embedded in the main board is widespread implemented on more and more platforms include desktop PCs, servers and even embedded devices. The widely existence of TPMs makes a local trusted third party is available and distributed trusted applications can be build on it. Our schemes show how TPM functions can be provided for key issue in identity based cryptography. In our framework, most of the functionalities of the single trusted authority Private Key Generator (PKG) are separated and distributed to a Root-PKG, a Trusted Service provider and multiple trusted computing platforms, called TPM-PKG. The security analysis and our prototype implementation show that our framework is both secure and efficient, especially for large-scale deployment of identitybased cryptosystems. In order to prove that the concept is feasible, a prototype of the system has been developed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the background and related work of key issue schemes for identity-based cryptography. In Section 3, we will introduce the threat model and our basic scheme, and we will also extend our scheme to hierarchical identitybased cryptography. In the next section, Section 4, the implementation issues are provided, and the last section includes some discussion and the conclusion.



2



been proposed to eliminate the security channel or lower the security requirement of the channel. To improve the security and efficiency of key issue, there are two classes of solutions: • A wide class of these schemes are based on separating and distributing the master secret master-key to multiple PKGs [3]. The user can authenticate himself to multiple PKGs and retrieve different pieces of his private key, then he can rebuild the private key in his local environment. Even some pieces of the private key, even some PKGs are compromised, the user’s private key and the whole system are still secured. Specially, in [3] the threshold cryptography is utilized. In this solution it is assumes that the user can easily find a subset of online PKGs to retrieve the private key. It utilizes duplication of servers to eliminate the single point failure. • Another model is traceable identity based encryption scheme [8]. In which during the extract step, the PKG will generate an exponential number of possible private keys the corresponding identity. The user get a single private key through all these generated keys using a secure key generation protocol without letting the PKG know which key he obtained. If the PKG another key d0ID , with all but negligible probability, it will be different from the user’s selected key dID . And the (dID , d0ID ) is a proof of a malicious behavior of PKG. While more efficient than the previous, this model can only prove a proof of security, but not the security in time.



Related Works 3



Generally, an identity-based cryptosystem includes three steps: Setup. In this first step, the PKG will generate the public system parameters params which is publicly available for all entities and a master secret master-key which will be kept privately inside the PKG. Extract. When system is established, a user might authenticate himself to the PKG and retrieve the corresponding private key. In this step, the PKG will extract the private key with the params, master-key and user’s identity. Deployment. For the last step all the operations are in the user’s local environment. Different identity-based schemes have different algorithms in the deployment step, for example IBE deployment includes encrypt and decrypt, IBS deployment includes sign and verify. From the above the description it is clear that the key issue is the focused problem on which wether identity-based cryptosystem has advantages over traditional public-key or certificate based cryptosystem. It is assumed that in IBC there exist a long lasting secure communication channel between entities and the trusted authority. Some schemes have



Key Issue Based on TPM



At first we introduce the techniques that Trusted Computing provides in Trusted Computing Group (TCG) specification version 1.2 [14]. The functionalities are mainly based on the hardware security chip embedded on main board called Trusted Platform Module (TPM), a kind of preBIOS and a software stack which called the Trusted Software Stack (TSS) for accessing local or remote TPMs. A version 1.2 TPM provides the following features: A hardware-based random number generator, a cryptographic engine for RSA encryption and signing as well as a cryptographic hash function, HMAC, and tamper-resistant memory for internal secrets, and optionally, sensors for tampering detection. From the abstract point of view, a TPM is a set of keys, data and cryptographic operations on this data, outside entities can only communicate with TPM though well defined and authenticated commands directly or though the up level software interfaces. The most important key in TPM is the endorsement key, which is a 2,048bit RSA public and private key pair created randomly inside
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the TPM at manufacture time and cannot be changed. The private key never leaves the TPM, while the public key is used for attestation and for encryption of sensitive data sent to the chip. Here we implement the Extract functions on the TPM, and we call it TPM-PKG. In IBC, the Setup step only require O(1) time while the computation and communication requirement of Extract step is a linear relation ship with the amount of users or identities and the frequency of identity valid time updates. The Deployment step is computed inside end user that has no effect on the Root-PKG.
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Figure 1. Basic Scheme



3.1



Basic Scheme 6. When providing a private key extract service, the TPM-PKG must check if the requested identity is a valid identity permitted by the Root-PKG, and whether or not the security policy is signed by a service trusted by the Root-PKG. If both meet the requirement, TPMPKG will extract the corresponding private key from the local copy of master secret.



The system includes four parities, (1) the Root-PKG, similar to original PKG which will only be responsible for the establishment of the system, (2) the App, an IBC application utilize the (3) TPM-PKG, a local trusted authority as the private key extraction service provider, and (4) the Trusted Service, which provides authenticated security policy such as the signed time stamp. The system is working as follows:



7. Then the TPM-PKG will return the private key to the application on local environment.



1. The Root-PKG runs the Setup step to generate the system public parameters params and the master secret master-key. In this step the Root-PKG works the same as the original PKG.



8. With the private key generated by local TPM-PKG, the application can do IBC operations without access the online PKG any more.



2. When the Root-PKG established the system it can distributed the master secret master-key to trusted TPMPKGs. The TPM-PKG is a tamper-resistant TPM chip, which is trusted by the Root-PKG and users. The IBC application on a platform can authenticate himself with user’s identity to the Root-PKG together with TPMPKG’s authentication information.



While most of the identity-based cryptosystem are based on complex primitives such as bilinear pairing which require large amount of computation. Some initial works have been done to address embedded these primitives inside a chip, while there still exist a big gap between the research and widely available modules. Instead of implement all these primitives, the first two steps we will address in identity-based cryptosystem are only rely on much simpler primitives, such as operations on finite fields, logarithm and basic elliptic curve operations. Which require not much of efforts to implement to current trusted platforms.



3. If the Root-PKG can make sure that the TPM-PKG is trusted through mechanisms such as attestation, it can encrypt the master secret master-key with TPMPKG’s public key and send it to TPM-PKG. To make sure that the application can only extract the private keys corresponding to user’s identity, the identity is also send with the master-key and signed by the RootPKG.



3.2



Extended Scheme



A drawback of the basic scheme is that it requires the TPM-PKG must be based on a very secure tamper-resistant TPM chip, because once the chip is broken, the attacker can retrieve the master secret, which means the broken of the whole system. In the extended scheme we exploit the hierarchical identity based cryptography to replace the basic IBC in the basic scheme. The notion was introduced in [7] [10] and has been extended to all identity-based cryptosystem established on cryptographic bilinear pairing. In hierarchical identity-based cryptography the identity is separated to many domains, the identity can be seen as composed of many domains. For example identity ID =



4. When perform an identity-based cryptographic operation, the application will not retrieve from the RootPKG, but request to the local TPM-PKG. 5. Assume the public key of IBC is an identity appended with security policy such as the valid time, the TPMPKG must get the authenticated security policy from a public service. For example, a trusted time service can periodically publish the signed time. Thus the application can copy this signed value from other un-trusted sources.
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13th week k [email protected] is seen as a single string in IBC, which is modified from the above example that we put the time component at the beginning of identity string. The rationality is that in H-IBC we takes the identity as a hierarchical of domains, the pku is a sub-domain of edu.cn, alice is the sub-domain of pku while the time is also a sub-domain of alice. In H-IBE the identity ID = {ID1 , ID2 , ID3 , . . . , IDn }. From left to right the ID1 is at the lowest level of the hierarchy, for example, the time in the identity; while IDn is at the highest level, such as the cn domain. The PKG is also divided into a hierarchy of PKGs. The highest level PKG generate the master secret corresponding to identities with the form *.cn, the medium PKG generate master secret corresponding to identities with the form *@pku.edu.cn; while the lowest PKG can only generate the master secret and the private keys corresponding to *[email protected]. In our extended scheme we use a two-level H-IBC instead of IBC. The identity is separated as two part, time and the user’s identifier. The Root-PKG is the high level PKG which generates private key for identities such as *[email protected], and encrypts it and sends it to the TPM-PKG. While the TPM-PKG is the low level PKG generate the private key for the full identity with accurate time. In the extended scheme when the TPM is compromised, only the private keys related to the given user’s identity is broken, other users and the whole system is still secure.



MapToPoint is a cryptographic hash function that maps user’s identity string into a point on elliptic curve. Let p be a prime satisfying p = 2 mode 3 and p = lp − 1 for some prime q > 3. We require that q does not divide l. Let E be the elliptic curve y 2 = x3 + 1 over Fp . Suppose we already have a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Fp . Algorithm MapToPoint works as follows on input y0 ∈ Fp : Algor 1 : MapToPoint 1: 2: 3: 4:



y0 = H(ID), y0 ∈ Fp Compute x0 = (y02 − 1)1/3 = (y02 − 1)(2p−1)/3 ∈ Fp . Q = (x0 , y0 ) ∈ E(Fp ) and set QID = lQ ∈ G1 . return MapToPoint(y0 ) = QID .



3.3.2



Cocks’ IBE scheme is based on quadratic residues, the master secrets or Cocks’ scheme are two primes p and q both congruent to 3 mod 4, the public system parameter is a modulus n = pq, H0 is a cryptographic hash function such as SHA-1. During the Extract step, the PKG will use p, q to calculate the square root r of modulo n as follow: r=a 3.3.3



3.3



Supported Identity-Based Cryptosystems



n+5−(p+q) 8



mod n



Combined Public Key [13]



Given an abelian group G1 on elliptic curve E : y 2 = x3 + a · x + b over finite field Fp , in which p is a prime and a, b are elements in Fp , G is the generator of G1 with order n. The master secret is a matrix of elliptic curve private keys SKM = {rij }, in which rij ∈ [1, n − 1], i ∈ {1, . . . , w} and j ∈ {1, . . . , h}, w, k are the size of matrix. the public system parameters is the corresponding public key matrix P KM = {rij · G}. During the Extract step, the PKG does: (1) computes F (ID) → {h1 , h2 , · · · , hk }, and (2) Pk dID = i=0 ri,hi mod n F can be built on a standard cryptography hash functions such as SHA-1 or SHA-2 family. We denoted the selected hash function by H with l bits hash length, and h is a nonnegative integer converted from the binary hash value. The steps of F are described in Algor 2.



In this section the details of extract step of some popular IBC schemes are given. Through the description, it is found that for most of the IBC schemes, the extract step only require simple operations such as big integer operation or elliptic curve scalar multiplication. Which means it is very easy to implement. 3.3.1



Cocks’ IBE [6]



Boneh-Franklin IBE [3]



Given a pairing eˆ : G1 × G1 → G2 , in which G1 is a group on elliptic curve y 2 = x3 + 1 over Fp with order q and G2 is a group on finite field with the same order, elliptic curve point P is a random generator of G1 , the master-key is a random integer s ∈ Z∗q , the public system parameters are params = (q, G1 , G2 , e, n, P, Ppub , H1 , H2 ). H1 is a cryptographic hash function that hash the identity to a point on elliptic curve. During the Extract step, given an ID, PKG does: (1) computes QID = H1 (ID), (2) sets the private key dID to be dID = sQID where s is the master key, which require a MapToPoint operation and a scalar multiply on elliptic curve. Here we give the algorithm description:



Algor 2 : Map Algorithm F (ID, w, k) → {h1 , h2 , · · · , hk } Ensure: w, k ∈ Z+ ∧ dlog2w e × k 6 l 1: h ← H(ID) 2: for i = 1 to k do 3: hi ←¨h mod w+1 ˝ h 4: h← w 5: return hh1 , h2 , · · · , hk i
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In Tang, Chen and Nan’s IBC scheme [13] the master secret is a m × n matrix in prime field Fp , the public parameters is corresponding elliptic curve public keys. In the above three typical IBC schemes, only three cryptographic primitives are utilized, (1) cryptographic hash function, (2) big number operation and (3) scalar multiplication on elliptic curves. None of the more advanced cryptography primitives such as bilinear pairing are used in the extract step of these IBCs.



4 4.1



Extract Map ECC



RSA,ElG,...



SHA-1 Big Number Public Key Engine



Figure 2. Implementation Architecture



Implementation Issues



retrieve a key. It should be noticed that retrieving a private key can also be provided through other standard TPM commands, such as TPM CMK CreateKey, if new commands for IBC are not added into the specification.



Exploit TPM Specification to Support Our Scheme



The forthcoming TCG series of standards defines the application programming interfaces for TPMs. As this standard — unlike existing cryptographic APIs like PKCS #11 — allows a fine granular access to module-applications and covers aspects of card-application management, it promises to provide a major contribution to the security of tamper resistant module. TCG standard specifies an interface for key generation, include creates RSA key pairs and symmetric keys. In this section we will exploit the existing interfaces of TPM to support the extract algorithms of IBC schemes. The master secret is imported into TPM with command TPM LoadKey2, and the master secret is encrypted with TPM’s public key which is retrieved through command TPM GetPubKey. Before the TPM can use a key to wrap, unwrap, unbind, seal, unseal, sign or perform any other action, it needs to be present in the TPM. The TPM LoadKey2 function (command TPM LoadKey has been deprecated in Version 1.2) loads the key into the TPM for further use. This command has the responsibility of enforcing restrictions on the use of keys. For example, when attempting to load a STORAGE key it will be checked for the restrictions on a storage key (2048 size etc.) When the command is evoked, a encoded structure TPM KEY will be imported into the TPM, with encrypted key data. When master secret is imported, it will be encrypted with TPM’s public key into a TPM KEY structure. TPM’s public key is retrieved through TPM with the the command TPM GetPubKey, which is used for key owner to obtain the public key of a loaded key. This information may have privacy concerns must have authorization from the key owner. The output public key will be encoded into a TPM PUBKEY structure. TCG also support user authentication of every command, through a data structure in a command called TPM AUTHDATA. The private key is retrieved from the TPM though the command TPM GetPubKey, again. Because the private key extract algorithm is very similar to a generalized public key retrieve procedure, given some public information, and



4.2



Design and Implementation of Our Prototype



To provide a proof-of-concept implementation, we select a general purpose secure chip as the platform for our prototype. The reason of not choosing a real TPM chip is because current trusted computing vendors do not provide interfaces for third parities to exploit their hardware and firmware to extend new capabilities for their TPM products. While not a true TPM, the selected chip model SSX20 from ZTEIC, which has been widely accepted as the secure chip in USB token for e-banking applications, is very similar to a version 1.2 TPM from hardware. The chip includes a 32-bit smartcard CPU, a hardware random number generator, hardware MD5 and 3DES engine, hardware public key cryptography engine, together with tamper-resistant EEPROM memory and embedded security sensor. The public key supports a hardware public key cryptography engine, which support 1024 bit integer module multiply and module power, which can be utilized to accelerate most of the cryptosystems, include RSA, discrete logarithm based cryptosystem such as DSA and elliptic curve cryptography. The vendor also provides a modified GCC C compiler, which can compile C codes to binaries for this chip. With the compiler we can import software implementations of SHA-1, SHA-256 and AES into the firmware to replace the out-of-date hardware implementation of the counterparts. We also implement a crypto library to support the extract routines of identity-based cryptosystems. The implementation in elliptic curve cryptography, and the 1024-bit is enough for the requirement of pairing based cryptography. For a constrained environment, the chip does not support dynamic memory allocation, so all the memory is allocated from the stack. The architecture of our implementation includes big number operation component, which include a small part
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of ASM code to call the hardware public key cryptography engine for modular operations. And SHA-1, ECC, are also provided. We implement two sets of ECC routines for 192 bits of general ECC and 521 bits of super singular ECC for pairing based cryptography such as [3]. Although our code does not include any optimization, the 192 bits version takes 0.6 seconds to compute a scalar multiplication and the 521 bits super singular ECC takes 5.7 seconds to compute a scalar multiplication. Our platform with 1024 bits hardware engine can support up to 1024 bits ECC. With optimization such as pre-computing techniques, the response speed of 521 bits ECC can also be lowered into 1 second. The concrete extract is based on the SHA-1 hash function, ECC, big number operation and some other basic cryptographic primitives. With the these components , not only the three typical IBC schemes can be supported, but also other types of schemes.



5



[2]



[3]



[4]



[5]



[6]



Discussion and Conclusion [7]



Our work is based on a basic assumption that the TPM is a tamper-resistant hardware device, which cannot be broken by software, hardware or side-channel methods. Our work can be extended to any tamper-resistant hardware device support similar functionalities as the TPM does, for example IBM Crypto Coprocessor 4758 and smart cards. Our scheme is also suited for pervasive computing environment to established security. As revealed above, although most identity-based schemes rely on some advanced cryptography primitives such as bilinear pairing, these primitives are only utilized during the Deployment step of the scheme. During the Extract procedure, only some much simpler and efficient primitives are used, such as field mathematics and multiplication on groups. Thus we suggest that for pervasive computing environment, there are two design directions for the hardware device: one is the security improvement for the tamper-resistant character, the other is the performance of computation. In this paper we propose two schemes on efficient key issue for identity-based cryptography. Our schemes eliminate the requirement of frequent authentication to a remote online PKG and the secure channel between user and PKG, so much more efficient especially for entities without steady secure connection. We also implement a prototype for the proof-of-concept. The future work will be focused on introducing more IBC schemes into this framework to extend this paper.
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